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Winter 1995
A publication for alumni and friends of the University of Minnesota, Morris

Dean Blake Announces Resignation
Plans to step down from UMM post spring 1995
fective June 30, 1995, or as soon thereafter as a new chief academic officer
can take over the responsibilities.
Speaking Friday, September 16, 1994,
at the opening meeting of UMM faculty
and staff, Dean Blake emphasized that
she is not leaving UMM, where she
holds a tenured faculty position. "At this
time I am not a candidate in any search,
nor do I plan on immediate retirement,"
she said. Her intention is to request a
year's unpaid leave of absence and "to
use the year to explore whatever options may be open to me."

"By this coming spring I will have been
dean of the Morris campus for 16 of its
35 years as an undergraduate college.
While I believe in the strengths conferred on an institution through
administrative continuity, change at the
right time can be an asset, too."
With these words, Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs and Dean Elizabeth
"Bettina" Blake announced her intention
to resign from her position at UMM ef-

Blake was named academic dean of
UMM in 1979. She is also professor of
French, and had previously served as
dean of Academic Programs at Wellesley
College in Massachusetts. She has a
doctorate in French literature from Columbia University in New York, and
taught French at Barnard College, the
women's college of Columbia, and at
Wellesley College before coming to
UMM.
"Bettina has been a significant leader in
liberal arts education both on this camp us and elsewhere," said UMM
Chancellor David Johnson. "She brought
to us her rich experience as dean at

UMM Begins Its Thirty-fifth Year
UMM celebrated its thirty-fifth birthday Wednesday, September 21, 1994, the start
of the current academic year.
Established by the University of Minnesota Board of Regents in 1959, UM M opened
its doors in the fall of 1960 with an enrollment of 238 students and 17 faculty
members. Thirty-five years later, student enrollment is 1924, the campus boasts
315 faculty and staff, and is ranked "Baccalaureate I" by the prestigious Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
According to Gary McGrath, vice chancellor for Student Affairs, the 1994 freshman
class numbers 550. Ten percent of the freshmen were number one in their high
school classes, and 16 are National Merit Finalists. Thirty percent of the freshmen
were in the top five percent of their graduating classes, 52 percent in the top ten
percent, and 74 percent in the top 20. As impressive as those numbers are,
Chancellor David Johnson notes, "the quality of this class equals preceding years."

Wellesley College. Her leadership in the
Council of Public Liberal Arts Colleges,
the Minnesota Fulbright Association, the
American Council on Education's National Identification Project, and the
boards of the Stevens Community Memorial Hospital and the West Central
Initiative Fund exemplify her commitment to higher education and public
service. Unquestionably, Jack's [former
UMM Chancellor Jack Imholte] decision
to appoint Bettina was a crucial and
salutary one for the Morris campus."
Chancellor Johnson has appointed the
search committee charged with carrying out the process of recruiting
candidates, screening applicants and
recommending finalists for the position.
Members are Jim Cotter, associate professor of geology and chair of the search
committee; Bert Ahern, chair, Division
of the Social Sciences and professor of
history; Karen Fischer, director, Briggs
Library; Sharon Hall ('95); Eric Klinger,
professor of psychology; Judy KuechleOlson, assistant professor of education;
Maria-Luisa Lee, associate professor of
Spanish; Tom Mahoney, director of
Grants Development; Vinod Nangia,
associate professor of physics; Jennifred
Nellis, professor of Art; Darren Olson ('96).

Campus Compact
Launched at UMM
In its continuing effort to make an outstanding liberal arts education even
better, UM M has undertaken a new venture, Campus Compact. Designed to
nurture volunteerism and community
service, Campus Compact provides the
formal structure for students, faculty and
communities to identify and meet social
needs.
Carol Mccannon ('80), UMM's Campus
Compact coordinator, has taken on the
challenge of developing the program
here in west-central Minnesota.

Budget Issues
Top University
Agenda ... Again
Preparing for what is being called the
University's most important legislative
funding session of the decade, University of Minnesota Regents have
approved a budget request that will be
a critical test of the partnership between the state and the University.
The testimony and support of alumni
and friends will be extremely important to the success of this venture.
The U2000 Partnership Proposal
seeks support for the University's longrange strategic plan for improving
educational quality. At issue is the fact
that the Partnership Proposal asks for
more state support than current spending plans would allow.
The state department of finance has
asked the University to submit a biennial request for $908 million-some
$16 million less than its current appropriation. Meanwhile, the University
has determined that it needs nearly
$144 million in additional funds for the
two-year period if it is to stay on course
with strategic improvements. The
state's target follows guidelines
adopted by the 1993 legislature creating a limited budget for higher
education in the 1996-97 biennium.

What you can do--p. 4
The University's request for additional
funding is based on an unwavering
commitment to proceed with its longrange strategic plan known as U2000.
The plan, adopted last January, calls
for major improvements in the quality
of the University. It is organized around
six strategic areas-undergraduate
education, graduate and professional
education, research, outreach, usersee Budget, page 4

Based on evaluations that are published nationally, the "prairie experiment"
continues to work well.
• For the eighth consecutive year, UMM is included in Peterson's Competitive
Colleges, to be published in April.
• UMM is again listed among the top 100 institutions in the 1994 "Best College
Buys Now" edition of Money magazine.

• For the seventh consecutive year, the campus is listed in the 1993 Fiske Guide
to Colleges, "The Best Selling Guide to the Best and Most Interesting Colleges
in America" edition.
• The U.S. News and World Report 1994 edition for best college buys includes
UMM, as it has consistently since 1989.

"Our students have always been involved in pure volunteerism--deciding
on their own to visit a shut-in orto donate
blood. And we also have a long history
on this campus of organized service-student organizations working annually
with Toys for Tots or going Trick-orCanning forthe Food Shelf," Mccannon
explains. "What we're now doing through
Campus Compact is raising the visibility
of these wonderful efforts and looking at
expanding them into what is called 'serSee Compact, page 5

DON'T MISS THESE!
1994 Homecoming Weekend
Scrapbook .......................... p.6-7
Cougar Women's Wrestling
Debut ................................... p.10
Halloween Incident: Progress
report .................................... p. 5
Sports ............................. p.10-11

From the President: Ron Jost ('69)/ Keeping close connections
One of the goals of the Alumni Association has been to stress to alumni the
importance of maintaining a connection to UMM. There are a multitude of
ways to reinforce an ongoing relationship such as participation in the Alumni
Career Fair, attending alumni social
events, contributing to the Alumni Annual Fund, providing information to
UMM To You or returning to the campus for Homecoming.
Some alumni choose to get more actively involved by serving on the Alumni
Board, being a Class Agent, participating in phonathonsorothercommittees.
Regardless of your level of involvement, the ongoing viability of UMM is
dependent upon an active and supportive Alumni Association. Presently,
the alumni body has over 10 ,000 members pursuing their careers, many of
whom are residing in foreign countries.
As the Alumni Association continues
to increase in numbers, we can even
make a far greater impact on the future

success of UMM.

of the "real world."

As alumni, I think we are constantly
reminded of our ties to UMM. At this
year's Homecoming, two classes held
anniversary reunions: the original Class
of 1964, and the "Sterling Class" of
1969. I say this as a member of the
latter class, who found it most enjoyable
to reminisce with fellow classmates about
the "good ole days." Lee Temte ('69)
was in good form as the emcee of the
festivities, and Pam (Berg) Schmitt ('69)
provided us with a walk down memory
lane. Several alumni gave testimonials
on what their days at UMM meant to
them and recalled experiences that I am
sure will never be forgotten. When we
think of it, some of the best of times were
our collegiate days. Lifelong friendships
were developed, our career paths were
formulated, the future looked bright, and
we didn't have a care in the world. I can
understand why some people are professional students and avoid the stress

A special treat at the Class of '69 Reunion was to see and visit with all three
of UMM provost/chancellors since the
school's inception. In attendance were
Dave Johnson, John Imholte and a spry
looking Rodney Briggs. Their participation shows a real commitment by the
leaders of this University to the students
and the Alumni Association. Thanks for
a great memory.
Speaking of being reminded of our ties
to UMM, how many times have you had
conversations with strangers, even while
traveling, and after the "Where are you
from?" and "Where did you goto school?"
questions, you discover the other person either has heard of UMM or has
some connection. I have even been
overseas and have had a stranger come
up to me because I was wearing some
latest UMM fashion statement, and actually, it's a ratty old sweatshirt with a

UMM logo. The legacy of the UMM
experience is no longer the best kept
secret.
Like other alumni, I also remain connected to UMM by the newspaper and
other publications. Living in Minneapolis, I periodically come across
articles regarding UMM. Almost without exception, the print is very positive,
especially the academic achievements. I also check the performance
of the athletic teams. Although the
football team had a tough year, the
future looks good because it is a very
young team. I'm told the men's basketball and wrestling teams expect
good years as well as the women's
volleyball and basketball teams. As
well as other activities, alumni do take
an active interest in the achievements
of the UMM students. The pride one
has in his or her alma mater extends to
all facets, and given the accomplishments of past and present UMM
students, we can be proud of the results.
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New Class AgentsWelcome Aboard!

GORDON "GORDY"
HAUBENSCHILD ('74),
senior manager in Software Information Development at IBM,
served as hostto members of the UMM ACM/
Computer Science
Club during their visit
to the IBM facility in
Rochester, Minn., last
April.

Join us in welcoming two loyal alumni to
the growing list of UMM Class Agents:
Class Cluster Agents
'73, '74, '75

Pictured left to right are
seated: Matt Schumacher ('95), Michael
Herbst ('96), Robin
Wooley ('94), Sheri Fick
('94), Chai Vue ('96),
Sarah Heymer ('94), Paul Johnson ('97), Shannon Ryks ('94), Tou Xiong ('95). Standing: Kris Nelson ('97), Kevin Kathmann ('92),
Craig Wilcox ('97), Angela Snelson ('95), IBM employee Robert Tracy, Aleksey Przhelyaskovskiy ('94), Joel Barten ('96), Brian
Symalla ('95), Sandy Marthaler ('95), Dian Lopez, assistant professor of computer science and faculty adviser to the ACM/
Computer Science Club, Melanie Massingham ('96), Linette Hinderman ('95).
After a tour of the plant and presentations featuring Gordy and other UMMers employed there, the day was topped off with a pizza
party and more conversation and networking. Assistant professor Dian Lopez accompanied the club. She serves as an important
link between computer science alumni and students, regularly arranging field experiences that connect the two groups.

'93

Dennis Gimmestad ('73)
St. Louis Park, Minn.
Co-agent with Mary
Martin ('75), South St.
Paul, Minn.
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Tiffany Robb ('93)
Chaska, Minn. Co-agent

V1

with Molly McConnick ('93)

Tl

Kenosha, Wis.
For UMM's newest program, adding
Class Agents is always welcomed news.
If you are interested in learning about
serving as a Class Agent, contact Maddy
Maxeiner, director of Alumni Relations,
612/589-6066.
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Class Notes
CLASSOF'64
Roy Grohs wrote in. "I am living in Bratislava,
Slovakia, where I am head of the Economic
Restructuring Unit with USAID. My wife (Maggie
Kittleson) is working at the American Business
Center here. We have two children, Erica, (who
graduated from Macalester) and Michael (who
graduated from Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, Fla.). Slovakia is a lovely country making
its way from a formerly Communist country to a
free and open market economy. It's the geographic center of Europe and about one hour
from Vienna. UMM friends are welcome anytime."
Gary Johnson recently accepted a position
with the U.S. Court of Appeals in Cincinnati, as
the assistant circuit executive in charge of
space and facilities. He lives in Covington, Ky.
Janet (Hervert) Skoog writes, "My husband,
Thomas, has retired, and we have moved back
to this area. We are building a home on Lake
Cowdry. OurtwochildrenliveinSt.Cloud. Our
son, Greg, graduated from St. John's University, married Beth Johnston, and has a 1 1/2
year old daughter named Erin. Our first grandchild!!" Janet lives in Alexandria, Minn., and is
substitute teaching.
CLASSOF'65
Ruth Thiel writes, "Orville and I retired 15
years ago and spend our winters in a retirement

page2

village in south Texas, where we have a home.
May brings us to Wheaton for six months."

CLASSOF'66
Janie (Schuman) Hansen lives in Faribault,
Minn., where she is executive director of the
Faribault Art Center, Inc.

tion."

Frederick "Rick" McNelly sent this update:
'"Dr. Rick' McNelly continues to enjoy his private practice as a psychologist in Rockford, Ill.;
being a grandfather of four; and restoring his
own grandfather's 1960 Ford. Best wishes to
my fellow middle-ager, UMMers!" Rick lives in
Belvidere.

CLASS OF '67
Sharon Cin earned a master's degree in information media from St. Cloud State University,
awarded at commencement exercises last
August. She lives in Lakeville.
James and Joan (Stein) Herzog sent us an
update. They live in Owatonna, Minn., and
both work for the public school district, Jim as
principal at the senior high school and Joan as
staff development/curriculum coordinator. They
write, "Our oldest son, Chris, lives in Burnsville,
Minn., and is in sales for Lifetouch, National
School Studios. Amy graduated from Mankato
State this spring and is employed by Nygard &
Associates Marketing Communications in downtown Minneapolis. Matt, age 16, is a junior at
Owatonna senior high."
CLASSOF'69
Jim Hollenhorst writes, •1 was recently named
vice-president of administration at Server Products, Inc., and also re-elected to a third term on
the Menomonee Falls [Wis.] Board of Educa-

Eleanor and John Nordgaard updated us.
"We continue to appreciate that our UMM buddies are our lifelong friends , and it's really
interesting following the friendships [as they)
extend into the next generation!" Eleanor and
John live in Dawson, Minn.

1992 edition. All proceeds were donated to the
Fort Lake Johanna Historical Park Association;
350 revised copies have been printed to be sold
by local historical organizations for a profit of $5
each. Cost of printing has been donated by the
writer, me." Hannah lives in Glenwood, Minn.

C

CLASS OF '71

I~

Robert Datager is one of three finalists for the
vacant seat on the Eighth Judicial District trial
court bench, as recommended by the Minnesota Commission on Judicial Selection to Governor Arne Carlson who ultimately makes the
appointment. Robert is an attorney with the
Morris law firm of Fluegel, Helseth, Mclaughlin,
Anderson & Brugtlag, Chartered.

J

Hannah Sanders wrote, "I spent all of September 1994 in Norway and Denmark doing family
research while visiting friends and relatives. I
revised and made a second printing in August
of 'Historical Sketches from the Cradle of Pope
County' after selling 500 copies of the August
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CLASS OF '70
Bev (Gunvalson) and Tom ('68) Alsteben
updated us. "Bev is teaching ESL in the St.
Paul school district after completing graduate
courses at Hamline University to become certified. Tom is currently looking for employment
as a draftsman after retraining because of a
disabling disease that made it impossible to
continue as a quality engineer." They live in St.
Paul.

81

Gary Froelich writes, "[I'm] currently stationed
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers at East
Branch Clarion River Lake as a park manager
near St. Marys, Pa. Prior to this assignment,
was stationed at Coralville Lake near Iowa City,
Iowa, as a park ranger. Have 18 years of
federal service trying to reach the magic 30
years. Reside with wife Pamela, son Derek,
and daughter Jaci in St. Marys. Two eldest
sons reside in Knoxville, Tenn.•
CLASS OF '72
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Mike Orandi updated us. "After moving to
Canada two years ago, I took some computer
courses, worked for a computer company.
Recently started with an engineering consultUMM To You, Winter 1995
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Chancellor's Choice: Dave Johnson
Ordinarily I focus these columns upon
developments here on the Morris campus. This time I take another approach
and write about the larger University of
Minnesota. I do this because the U, our
University, is in trouble. Assuredly a
weakened University of Minnesota jeopardizes the health of UMM. Here is the
situation, a matter which is also addressed
in an accompanying article in this edition
of UMM To You:
The University is going to be aggressive
in the next months. For the third successive biennium, there is talk of cuts of
millions of dollars from the base budget.
In response, the regents have determined
that the University must fight back. They
have resolved that we will forcefully state
that we require a 143. 7 million dollar
increase in our funding . Without an increase of that magnitude, our University
is going to sink slowly into mediocrity.
But regents' resolutions alone cannot
turn matters around. The case has to
come from the University's grass roots,
from alumni and parents and friends of all
the campuses. Thus I write to you, the
core supporters of the Morris campus.
We need the help of all of you to add our
collective voice to other constituencies of
the University. Each of us needs to think
why this research and land-grant university with its four campuses is essential to
enhancing the quality of life across this
huge region . One way to do this is to
envision this entire region without a strong
University of Minnesota. We need to
imagine this state if its center for agricultural and medical research is weakened,
if its graduate school, one of the nation's
leading producers of Ph.D.s, is eroded.
Consider the loss of patents developed
and the millions of dollars of grant monies
received by University faculty, both powerful ways of generating new businesses
and employment for the region.
Imagine, to get close to home, a University unable to support adequately its

distinctive liberal arts college at Morris.

UMM Legacy Students
Continuing the Tradition

It's a grim spectre.
The spectre is about a University far
different from what many of you who are
alumni knew when you were students
here. You can look back at a time when
many of our legislators spoke with pride
about the University of Minnesota. Perhaps this was so because so many had
acquired college educations through the
GI Bill and were keenly appreciative of
the opportunities opened to them by that
legislation. Many of you had loans partially forgiven under the terms of the
National Defense Education Act. Now, in
contrast, the federal government is withdrawing on several fronts from the support
of students. The state is failing to fill that
void. Too many students, lacking such
support, are carrying loans in excess of
what they should be. As a result they are
backing away from plans for graduate or
professional school. We are becoming a
nation which is walking away from our
historic assumption that it is the obligation of each generation to help educate
the next.
What can each of us do? There are many
things. We can all talk with friends,
relatives, colleagues and neighbors about
our concern about the health of the University, pointing out our link through the
Morris campus. Many of us have contact
with legislators; they need to hear from
us why a strong University is essential to
this state. Some of us can write letters to
the editorsofourcommunities' newspapers.

On campus for New Student Orientation in September, several of UMM's
newest legacy students--students for whom at least one parent is a UMM
alum--gather with their parents in Oyate Hall of the Student Center.. Left to
right, beginning with those seated, ROW ONE: Ryan Stotesbery, Nicole
Pederson, Jon Wittnebel ('68), Audrey Wittnebel, Anna Ronhovde, Pat
Ronhovde ('72), Tony Winter, Stephen Fricke, Tom Bisek (kneeling). ROW
TWO: David Stotesbery ('69), Janice Rodriguez ('74), Sheila Rentz, Cassie
Eidem, Bonnie (Clarken) Tipcke ('68), Valerie Rung, Darlene Rung, Kari
Kollmann, Sue Kollmann ('70), Kathy Bisek ('78), Scott Bisek. ROW THREE:
Chris Rodriguez, Carol Winter ('69), Wanda (Kopel) Rentz ('72), Stephen
Rentz ('70), Tip Tipcke. BACK ROW: Casey Kroulik, Dennis Winter ('68), Chip
Kempe, Sue Kempe ('68), Bob Kempe, Corey Tabbert, Curtis Tabbert ('73),
Bernard Rung ('72), Steve Kollmann ('70), Darren Iverson.
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Class Notes
ant firm as project manager. I would love to
hear form anyone, anywhere! Anyone passing
this way is more than welcome to stop by for a
visit." Mike lives in Toronto.
Keith Swanson was elected vice president of
the Minnesota State High School Coaches
Association last May, a term of four years. He
has served the West Central schools for 22
years as full-time teacher, athletic director,
football and golf coach. Keith lives in Hoffman,
Minn.
CLASS OF '73
Mona Lyn Reese conducted the world pre-

miere of "The World Is Full of Creatures," a
hymn she composed for the Annual Blessing of
the Animals in celebration of the Feast of St.
Francis of Assisi at the Basilica of Saint Mary in
Minneapolis. Premiering last October, thework
is part of her year as composer in residence for
the Basilica, Temple Israel and College of St.
Benedict. Mona lives in Minneapolis; lyrics for
the hymn were written by Tom Hassing.
Carol (Van Der Pol) Thornton sent this in: "I

married Ron Thornton in 1975. Ron was career
Navy, so we moved to several U.S. locations
through the years, i.e., Connecticut, Virginia,
Florida, California, and Washington state. We
also had the good fortune of spending three
years in southern Spain. We have a daughter,
Danielle, 17 years who is a senior at MACCRAY
high school, and a son, Ryan, 14 years who is

UMM To You, Winter 1995

a freshman. We moved to Clara City in 1991
after Ron's retirementfrom the U.S. Navy. Ron
works at Southwestern Technical College as a
training coordinator. I am a teaching assistant
at the Minnesota Valley Area Learning Center
in Montevideo, and began serving on the
MACCRAY school board in July 1994."
CLASS OF '74
Judy and Kevin Flicker write, •we are happy
to be in our new house, most of which Kevin
built himself." They live in Morris, where Judy
is an early childhood special educator with the
Midwest Special Education Co-op, and Kevin
works at UMM in studio art.
Rex "Skip" Wood wrote in. He lives in
Moorhead, Minn., and has been news producer for KXJB-TV, the CBS affiliate in Fargo,
since 1976.
CLASS OF '75

Curt Lambrecht updated us: "I am living in
New Ulm, Minn., with my wife, Donna, and four
children: Mary, nine; Ross and Tessa, eight;
Lee, six. We own and operate a large gift and
collectible shop in downtown New Ulm called
'Lambrechts.' Seven years ago, we opened a
second floor, year-round Christmas shop called
The Christmas Haus.' Stop in and say 'hi'!"
Deborah Sodt writes, "I live in south Minneapolis with my husband, Brian Lenz. I work as

a dinical nurse specialist with the Minnesota
Department of Health.•

CLASSOF'n
Jennifer (Cobb) Bangoura writes, "I am the

Brien Smith wrote, "II am) still working for the

U.S. Department of Commerce in Washington,
D.C., where I help U.S. companies increase
their overseas exports. I regularly visit the
commercial sections of the U.S. embassies
throughout Central America and the Caribbean.• Brien lives in Arlington, Va.
CLASSOF76
Wayne Glass died May 16, 1994. He is survived by his parents and eight siblings. Wayne
lived in Minneapolis.
Catherine (Weber) Rhymer writes, "I live in

rural Canby, Minn., with my husband, John,
and our two sons. I work for an optometrist in
downtown Canby (my hometown at that). I
have fondest memories of my freshman year in
Indy 1-C. Check me out if you're ever in
Canby!"
William Wittman sent an update: "Currently

living in Oconto Falls, Wis., practicing internal
medicine in A.S. Physican Clinic. My wife,
Denise, is graciously putting up with one of my
hobbies, that of building an airplane. Hopefully,
this project can be completed in about three
years. If there are any alumni who are, or are
contemplating, building a plane, I'd be happy to
hear from you."

mother of a sixteen year-old girl and a six
month-old boy. I worked for three years at the
Ethiopia Refugee Center in St. Paul. I work for
Minneapolis public schools teaching seventh
grade. I enjoy African and West African dancing, and I'm a member of a troupe."
Paula Brown sent this update: "I graduated
from the University of Montana School of Pharmacy in 1979. For the last six years, I worked
in home infusion in Omaha, Neb. In January
my company was bought out by our largest
competitor, and I lost my job. I'm now working
as a civilian at an Army hospital. I am a single
mother with three children: Michael, 11; Anna,
nine; and Kevin, five." Paula and herfamilylive
in Sierra Vista, Ariz.
CLASS OF '78
Richard Linden lives in Newburgh, N.Y., where

he is a junior high math teacher for the Newburgh
schools.
CLASS OF '79
Pat McCormick was promoted to assistant
vice president of SAFECO Life Insurance Company. He and his wife, Debbie, have four
children and live in Redmond, Wash.
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Budget/ trom page 1
friendliness and diversity-that have
been identified as priorities in assuring the University's excellence.
Rather than asking the state to provide all of the needed funding, the
Partnership Proposal combines University internal reallocations, state
contributions and student tuition increases to achieve the needed
amount.

i What·Can You •
>Do to Help?
tot.

But even with additional state funding,
the University's side of the proposal
could still require cutting more than
100 jobs and trimming programs
throughout the system to contribute to
the high priority improvements.
If the University's Partnership Proposal
is not accepted, the University is still
committed to making a $144 million
investment in its future. However,
without additional support, the University will face far steeper tuition hikes of
12 percent each year and spending
cuts of over $60 million in order to
finance its priorities. The impact of
these decisions will be severely felt by
University students, campuses and
programs, including UMM .
The consequences of lowered support will be dire, according to University
of Minnesota President Nils Hassel mo.
In the past four to five years, the University has already engaged in an $89

·
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· • Write a letter to the editor of
>your hometown newspaper.
·••••·· · ••·~••·· ·T!1k .
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·

· .·. / your holiday table.
·?::;::: ) ) {

The Partnership Proposal asks the
legislature to appropriate $87.7 million during the next two years above
and beyond the earlier target. To this,
the University would add $26.3 million
from tuition increases of 4.8 percent in
each of the next two years; $28.2
million saved from internal reallocations; and $1 .5 million gleaned from
other revenue increases.
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Titlk ~b~~t th; University at •

.your board room table . ./. ·

• W;ite it u:. •T !lkJt

:p: Tell

your · • neighbors what the
University means to you.

The University needs
your help.
For further information about
how you can help, contact
Maddy Maxeiner, director of
Alumni Relations, UMM, (612)
589-6066.
million reallocation process, eliminated
about 1 ,000 jobs, raised undergraduate tuition by 46 percent, closed its
Waseca campus, and terminated entire programs at several campuses.
"With the University's plan to invest in
U2000 priorities going up against the
threat of deep cuts in state funding for
the 1996-97 biennium, we are really at
a watershed," President Hassel mo told
the regents in October.
If the U2000 Partnership Proposal is
accepted, UMM will receive $2.9 million in new monies over the next
biennium. But, in the spirit of reallocation, the campus will also have to kick
in $300,000 over the two year period
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to help fund the all-University pot for
the internal reallocation side of the
partnership proposal. With a projected
net increase of $2.6 million, UMM will
see funding for library assistance, plant
renovations, equipment and inflationary adjustments, and salary and fringe
benefit increases. According to Chancellor David Johnson, "We are
stretched so thin out here, doing a job
the state applauds without a realistic
budget for a liberal arts college. The
Partnership Proposal is an opportunity to argue for improvement in our
funding. Its success is therefore very
important to us at UMM."
The outlook for the U2000 Partnership
Proposal is hopeful. Expressions of

support from alumni and friends of the
University will be critical in securing
legislative backing, and legislators
need to be reminded that funding for
higher education is an important priority to citizens of the state. Hearing
from alumni who have been shaped
by the University experience will help
legislators to make the case that money
should be spent here.
"In Minnesota, the erosion of state
support for higher education has been
going on steadily since 1987,"
Hasselmo stated. 'The portion of the
state budget that goes to higher education has dropped by 21 percent.
College and university appropriations
have simply been muscled aside by
the combination of state revenue shortages and immediate social problems .
Everyone acknowledges that education is the best long-term investment in
solutions, but time and time again, that
acknowledgment has not been accompanied by the state's investment."
"Since 1991 , the University of Minnesota has taken extraordinary self-help
measures to maintain quality improvement momentum - making our own
tough choices of restructuring and reallocation. We have committed
ourselves to self-help and self-discipline before going to state government
for budget increases," Hasselmo explained.
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"State leaders support University 2000,
but still face their own budget problems and tough choices," he continued.
"We understand that, but it is crucial
that leaders understand that the University cannot stay on course with
self-help alone and only moral support
from state government. We have to
make University 2000 a genuine partnership, and we need your help."
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Class Notes
CLASS OF '80
Therese Mooney writes, "My husband, Kory,
and I are proud to announce the adoption of our
daughter, Liliana Luisa, born in Bogota, Columbia. We went to Colombia in March of 1994 and
spent six wonderful weeks traveling with Liliana
throughout the country. Lili will be one year old
on Thanksgiving." Therese and her family live
in Minneapolis where she teaches in the Minneapolis public schools.
Carol Johnson Norstadt sent this in : "I've
been living in an Eskimo village (Ambler, Alaska)
above the Arctic Circle for ten years. My
husband, Lynn, and I teach school and work in
the church . I cross country ski daily for about
7.5 months out of the year!"
Gregory Peterson updated us: "I just completed my tenth year in practice in Ortonville,
Minn. Staying active in wrestling as an official
and golfing every chance I get. My wife, Chris,
teaches special ed in Graceville. We have two
children, Erin, five, and Michael, four ."
CLASS OF '81
Susan Dorrington wrote: "I moved jobs. I'm
now working as an account director for the
Ultimate Event Company. We organize client
and employee events. I played in the 1994
Women's Rugby World Cup and captained
England against Canada and Scotland. England beat America in the final!!!"
page 4

Vicki Olson has been promoted to senior
education specialist at Prudential's Northwest
Business Campus in Plymouth, Minn. She
lives in Richfield and has been with The Prudential since 1987.

husband, Kevin, and I work for the Dow Chemical Company in Midland, Mich. Our 1 1/2 year
old daughter, Shannon Jean, keeps us hopping. Our second child is due in March of

CLASS OF'82

Sheryl (Pust) Knox married Mike Knox on
November 20, 1993. She lives in Orlando and
works as a missionary and human resources/
staff selection for Campus Crusade for Christ.

La Verne (Karis) Arvold died October 27, 1994,
at the age of 65 in Alexandria, Minn., from
cancer. She is survived by her husband, Richard, and their eight children; her mother and
four siblings; and nineteen grandhchildren .
Scott Breberg lives in Lakeville, Minn., and
teaches fifth grade at the elementary school
there.
Moira Walsh is working at the Neung Won
Foreign Language Institute in Kumchung-Gu
Pusan, South Korea, where she teaches English as a foreign language.
CLASS OF '83
Todd Hillstad writes, "June 1994 graduated
from the University of Phoenix in Colorado
Springs with an MBA. August 20, 1994, Laura
Walter of La Junta, Colo., and I were united in
holy matrimony." Todd and Laura live in La
Junta.
CLASS OF '84
Patrice (Christensen) Gillie sent this: "My

1995."

Cindy (Precht) Mclaughlin wrote, "We are
expecting our second child November 11 . Our
daughter, Riley, hopes to have a baby sister. I
am beginning my sixth year of teaching at
Albert Lea public schools." Cindy lives in Albert
Lea, Minn.
David Melaas is a student in the U.S. Army's
physician assistant program. He lives in San
Antonio.
Bryan Minder updated us. "I recently started
a new job regulating telecommunications companies for the State of Minnesota's Department
of Public Service. I live in Robbinsdale, Minn.,
with my wife, Valorie, and my 16 month old son,
Nathaniel. In 1992 I graduated from Hamline
University with a graduate degree in public
administration ."
Shari (Kittelson) Opdahl lives in Starbuck,
Minn., teaching music at the elementary school
there. She has one daughter, Brittany, three
years old.

James Dehnke wrote: "Married to the former
Susanne Marie Mangano of Burnsville, Minn.
We will celebrate our third anniversary on October 12, 1994. We are blessed with one
special precious little girl; our six month-old
daughter's name is Shelly. I'm still adjusting to
life as a new dad and loving every minute of it.
I'm currently employed by Quorum Litigation
Services in Bloomington, Minn., as a litigation
project manager, having completed my eighth
year with the company; it's a challenging job as
we provide litigation services (mainly creating
databases and images) for law firms throughout the U.S. Susanne works for General Mills.
We've recently had a house built in Chaska and
really enjoy the smaller town atmosphere."
Diane (Jans) and Jon ('84) Gilmer updated
us. They live in Bloomington, Minn., with their
sons, Chad, three, and Ryan, one year. Diane
continues to work for First Bank System in
commercial lending. Jon teaches and coaches
at Lakeville High School. They add, "In September we bought a cabin on Diamond Lake
just east of Willmar and spent most of the
summer there."
Mary Kelash is one of three finalists for the
vacant seat on the Eighth Judicial District trial
court bench, as recommended by the Minnesota Commission on Judicial Selection to Governor Arne Carlson who ultimately makes the
appointment. Mary served as a law clerk for the
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Halloween Incident: A progress report

Compact/ from page 1
Education Coordinating Board for a pilot
project. Her intent is to match ten UMM
students, two each in biology, computer
science, English, music and art, with ten
area elementary school students interested in pursuing extracurricular experience in these areas. The student teams
will create projects in their respective
areas which could range from mastering
a difficult musical composition to identifying the larvae found in insect galls
across five-square acres of prairie.

Campus initiatives, rally mark UMM's forward progress
It has been a year since the Halloween Incident, as it came be to known, provided
the impetus for positive change at UMM. Throughout the intervening months,
several initiatives have been undertaken, designed to secure a campus climate of
racial tolerance.
• UMM now has a policy on racial and ethnic harassment. The policy is described
in brochures and posters which were widely distributed at the opening of the
school year.
• The athletic director provides athletes with a written statement outlining
expectations of their behavior.
• The office of Student Counseling has assigned and trained one of its assistant
counselors to work as a racial/ethnic harassment advocate, a position comparable to the office's assistant counselor who acts a sexual harassment
advocate.
• The administration has aggressively addressed the call for greater diversity
among faculty and staff with the hiring of eight superbly qualified people. Three
are African American, one is Hispanic and four are Asian. Two of the eight are
faculty members in tenure-track positions.
•With the 1994 freshman class, UMM's minority student population is 12
percent, still the highest percentage of any campus in the University system.
To help retain students of color, UMM has established a Gateway Program
designed to provide academic and emotional support for incoming students.
The intent is to bolster their first-year experience, thereby increasing retention
and graduation rates.
•Finally, concerned individuals continue to take personal responsibility for
creating a campus characterized by tolerance of racial and ethnic diversity.
This was evident on October 31, 1994, when students, faculty and staff
gathered for a rally commemorating the Halloween Incident. Organized by
David Kelly ('95), senior co-chair of UMM's Black Student Union, the rally
provided an opportunity to reflect on the above initiatives and to share
aspirations for the future.
Kelly stated, "Each of us has to accept the challenge to make conscious critical
choices that would encourage racial harmony throughout the world," adding,
"We have to change the vile thoughts of the world before they change us."
Chancellor David Johnson has often expressed the desire to move beyond the
divisions that characterized the Halloween Incident and to work toward goals that
build on the strengths of UM M's diverse campus community. It would appear in the
year since that unfortunate event took place, constructive efforts are well underway.

Carol Mccannon, UMM Campus Compact coordinator.

vice learning.'"
If, for example, a political science class
on public policy is examining
homelessness, Mccannon says, perhaps an opportunity can be found for
willing students to volunteer at a shelter
for the homeless. The students would
gain concrete experience, interviewing
residents, gathering data, or keeping
journals; the shelter gets much-needed
assistance with its programs; and the
course on public policy connects theory
and scholarship with tangible, human
experience.
"When the link between academics and
service is established, you can quantify
the learning and the service outcomes.
Everybody wins," says Mccannon, adding that in mature service learning programs, students can receive credit for
their community work.
McCannon's efforts as coordinator are
already bearing fruit. She was recently
awarded a grant by the Minnesota Higher

Data gathered from the pilot will inform
future directions for campus projects,
and help build on the predisposition
Minnesota students already have for
community service because of programs
in place in their elementary and high
schools.
In the meanwhile, Mccannon remains
actively involved in ongoing, local
projects. Last November, for example,
she put a Habitat for Humanity project in
Barrett, Minn., in touch with. UMM's
MPIRG (Minnesota Public Interest Research Group). As a result, several
students spent a Saturday afternoon
bringing a housing renovation project to
completion.
Campus Compact is a nationwide program, with over 500 colleges in 15 states
participating. The decision for a
campus's involvement is made by its
president, and last fall, University of
Minnesota President Nils Hasselmo
authorized the University system's participation in the national organization.
Minnesota Compact, a state affiliate,
has since been formed, consisting of 37
public and private institutions from
around the state. Chancellor David Johnson serves as the University's liaison to
Minnesota Compact, and was recently
named to the state group's Board of
Directors.

Class Notes
Eighth Judicial District, and currently works in
the Mennis Law Office as an assistant Swift
County Attorney.
Julie Perkins writes, "After a little over eight
years in the United States Air Force as a fulltime bass guitarist/double bassist in Omaha,
Neb., the Middle East and Europe, I received
an honorable discharge to pursue a new adventure. Currently, I'm taking some undergrad
math and science courses so I can apply to a
master's degree program in physical therapy!!"
Julie lives in Omaha where she is attending
Metropolitan Community College.
Lois Ziegler has relocated her chiropractic and
classical homeopathy practice from Goodhue
to Lake City, Minn., where she is now affiliated
with the Kari Clinic of Chiropractic. She lives in
Lake City with her husband, Ronald ('84),
director of the Lake City Economic Development Authority, and their two children, Jared
and Stephanie.
CLASS OF '86
Maureen Donlin and John Travis ('85) wrote,
"Moe and I moved to St. Louis in October
(1994), where we bought a house and are
settling down. We are expecting our first-born
on November 20. Moe is working at Washington University developing new chemistry lab
experiments, and John is an assistant professor in the microbiology and immunology department of St. Louis University."
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Paul Gasperlin sent this in. "My wife, Sharry,
and I are proud to announce the birth of our first
child, Luke Francis, born on August 24, 1994,
at 6 pounds, 13 ounces, 20 1/2 inches. We are
both enjoying our new family! Luke already
likes to watch football with his dad on Sundays." Paul and his family live in Brooklyn Park,
Minn.
Connie Jorgensen and Blair Nelson ('89)
write, "Weare still living in St. Cloud, Minn., and
are very happy here. Blair has recently been
promoted to executive chef at the Green Mill St.
Cloud, and I am working as a program assistant
for WACOSA."
CLASS OF '87
Evelyn Hoover and Jeff Sauve sent this update: "Evelyn was recently promoted to managing editor of Thisweek Newspapers in
Burnsville, Minn. She is in charge of all news
coverage for the chain of seven newspapers in
the southern metropolitan area. She has been
employed by the Thisweek chain for six years,
most recently serving as news editor of Apple
Valley/Rosemount Thisweek. She and her
husband, Jeff, also recently purchased a home
in Savage. He continues to write and publish
poetry, in addition to working at his day-job for
a litigation support company in Bloomington."
OeAnna (Pangerl) Torgerson writes, "We had
our second child, Jake Jeffrey, on March 15,
1994--welcomed by his big sister, Kayla, who is

three years. Live in Monticello--work with Comp.
Rehab. in Eden Prairie as a rehabilitation consultant (QRC) and career counselor for the past
three years."

from my dreams at UMM but lots offun, too! I've
enjoyed reading about my UMM friends, and
want to get back in touch. I'm in the book; call
me!"

CLASSOF'88

John Lee wrote in: "last August my wife, Kim
Didier, and I celebrated our first year anniversary. We are living in Bloomington, Ind., where
Kim is getting a master's degree in public policy
from Indiana University, and I am managing a
small business near campus.•

Andrea (Nordahl) and Jerry Agerlie sent us a
note: "We proudly announce the birth of our
daughteronAugust9, 1994. HernameisAnika
Mae, and she is our first child. Jerry was
promoted to revenue collections officer 3 at the
State of Minnesota Department of Revenue.
We live in Savage, Minn."
Karen (Roiland) Brown writes, "My husband,
John, and I are pleased to announce the birth
of our son, Aaron Thomas Brown, born July 22,
1994." Karen lives in Eau Claire, Wis.
Joel and Jolene (Kubista) Kennedy gave us
an update. Joel has started his own business,
Alliance Computer Solutions, marketing computer hardware, software and personnel. He
says, "It's all part of the dream come true:
getting my UMM degree, then the MBA, and
now starting my own business." Jolene notes,
"I am still at Rasmussen College working as a
PC (personal computer) instructor.• They live
in Eagan, Minn.
Beth (Beckey) Kwakenat updated us: "My
husband, John, and I recently opened our
second bar and grill in the metro area--Sharky's
in Columbia Heights. It's been quite a change

Scott Mendez-Andrews is associate minister
for Youth Ministries at the Sioux Falls First
United Methodist Church. He writes, "I recently
married (June 4, 1994); recently graduated
from School of Theology at Claremont (California) with Master of Divinity degree (May 1994),
and received bachelor's degree from Arizona
State University (May 1990)."

Laurie Moser updated us: "I have been working as the client services coordinator at the
Legal Aid Society of Minneapolis for three
years. This fall, I quit work there to begin
graduate work in public policy at the Humphrey
Institute at the U of M, Minneapolis campus. I
will be concentrating in the area of women and
public policy. I hope to graduate in June '96. •
Stan Vander Lugt writes, "After graduating
from Southwest State University with a B.S. in
accounting in March 1992, I accepted a position as a staff accountant with the firm of
Conway, DetJth & Schmiesing in WIiimar, Minn.
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1994 Homecoming Weekend
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Joel Kennedy ('88) and Tom Hanson ('84), Minority Student Program alumni, Karla Klinger, UMM's director of Regional Advising Services, Helen Briggs,
lead an informal discussion of life after UMM. Current minority students I UMM's first "First Lady," -and Robin Atkins ('64), returning to campus from
Seattle, gather at the Alumni Reception in Oyate Hall.
listen attentively to their advice and insights.
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UMM alumni return with the next generation. Pictured left to right, Shannon
Oslund, Anoki Hedberg, Linda Oslund ('67), Alice Hedberg ('70), and Carter
Christie ('69). Longtime friends, Linda and Alice bring their daughters to join
in the Homecoming activities. The Hedbergs came in from New York.

Harlo Peterson ('65) and Dean Penk ('79) share- their knowledge with Angel
Gibson ('96). At the Alumni Career Fair, students have the opportunity to
meet with alumni to ask questions regarding education and careers. Harlo
and his wife, Karen, travelled from Florida.
Megan McGinley ('96)
Morris Academic Partner
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Class Notes
Passed the CPA examination in February of
1994." Stanton lives in Willmar.
CLASS OF '89
Kelan Birnbaum writes, "It's a little late, but I'd
like to announce that we had a baby girl in
November of 1993. Her name is Christa, and
these past few months have been great!" Kelan
lives in Rochester, Minn.
Annette DeFrance began teaching grades
kindergarten through six atthe Neuhof Hutterite
Colony last September. She lives in Marshall,
Minn.
Brad Deleeuw relocated to Hanover, Pa.,
from Athens, Ga ., and wrote, "Starting a
postdoctoral research position with Professor
David R. Yarkony at Johns Hopkins in October
1994."
Julie (Toft) Gervais married Robert Gervais
October 1, 1994. Having been discharged from
the Navy, she now resides in Ivanhoe, Minn.
Erik Jensen updated us. He is the band
director at Pocatello High School in Pocatello,
Idaho, and says, "The nickname of the school
is 'Pokey High' (the track coach doesn't like it!) .
I finished up my courses for an MA in education
at UMD. The dreaded thesis is looming in the
distance! This area is great for skiing, hiking,
and beautiful vistas."
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Renee Kannegiesser sent this in: "I am a CPA
with Morris & Michels, Ltd ., in Morris, Minn. I
have been with the firm three years. Tim and I
have just had our first child. Reed Jared was
born September 11 ."
Carol Kosse writes, "For a little over five years,
I worked at a refugee services agency in Rochester, Minn. It was a great experience meeting
and working with people from around the world.
Now I'm preparing to become a Peace Corps
volunteer in the Dominican Republic. The
Spanish I studied at UMM is finally going to pay
off! I'll be leaving in February '95; I'm very
excited."
Eric and Karen (Carr) ('87) Nelson gave us an
update last fall. They moved to Big Lake, Minn.,
and built a house. They were expecting their
second child in November who will join 2 1/2
year-old sister Rachel. Karen has returned to
full-time motherhood taking a child care leave
from teaching, which she describes as "marvelous." Eric has been promoted to vice-president
of ESA Powersystems, Inc., in Plymouth.
CLASS OF '90
Jeffrey and Melissa (Muehl) ('91) Delaney
sent an update: "Jeff is a first year resident in
pediatrics at Madigan Army Hospital. Missy
just received an M.A. in counseling. We have
a 17 month-old daughter named Tessa." The
Delaneys live in Fort Lewis, Wash .

Sherry Dessonville wrote us. "(I've been]
awarded a scholarship for '94 National Geographic Prairie Summer Institute held in June at
Southwest State University. Featured on front
page of Marshall Independent and also Education in the 90s series because of classroom
commitments. Teach full-time (second year)
Marshall senior high social studies." Sherry
lives in Madison, Minn.

animal practice in La Crosse, Wis., in October
following as she says, "... a well appreciated
summer vacation."
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Dean and Marlene (Hubbell) Larson are living
in Sandstone, Minn., where Dean is teaching
twelfth grade criminal law and justice, tenth
grade American history and ninth grade civics;
he also serves as ninth grade basketball coach.

J1

Deanne (Anderson) Flom lives in Maddock,
N.D., where she teaches third grade and is
head volleyball and basketball coach and assistant track coach for the Maddock schools .

Debra (Wynn) Larson sent this update: "After
graduating in 1990, I taught elementary school
for three years in Wheaton, Minn. In July of
1993, I married Kenton Larson of Albert Lea,
Minn. During the 1993-94 school year, I taught
kindergarten and fifth grade (.8 position), and
now this year, I have a fourth grade position in
an Albert Lea elementary school (full-time) and
am enjoying married life!!"
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Jim Gramke wrote, "I recently took a job as a
Unix System/Network administrator at St.
John's/St. Ben's in Collegeville, Minn. I am
enjoying my return to the college campus life,
not to mention the fact that I'm back on 'the Net.'
ijgramke@csbsju.edu)."
Greta Heismeyer-Larson writes, "My husband,
Tom Larson, and I have a commuter marriage.
He is in South Dakota pursuing his family farm
operation and other business ventures, while I
am working towards my doctorate at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville. I am studying the physics of fluid flow through porous
textile structures."
Amy Karsten updated us. She graduated from
the University of Minnesota College of Veterinary Medicine in June 1994. She began practicing with three other veterinarians in a mixed
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Lynn (Hulbert) and Stephen Moore wrote us.
"Steve and I moved to Mapleton, Minn., where
Steve was hired as city administrator. We've
bought a house and are enjoying small town
living."
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lain Olness wrote in. "I have recently moved
back to Minnesota, and I am living in the Brainerd
area, working for an envirorimental consulting
and engineering firm. Haven't been rodeoing
this summer, but one can never tell what next
year will bring ."
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Cheryl Reese is teaching eleventh grade environmental science and eighth grade earth sci-
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Coming Home to UMM for the 1964 and 1969
Class Reunions

Members of the class of 1969 meet at the Sunwood Inn for their 25 year
reunion. Pictured here, Lee Temte ('69) (left) and Gary Van Horn ('68) (right) I
who travelled from King George, Va., shake hands as Lynne Boll ('69) and A. David Hedine, Cheyenne, Wyo., shows his school spirit! As a member of
Arleen Hollenhorst enjoy themselves.
the class of 1964, David joins in the fun at the reunions and other alumni
activities. Pictured here, he is conversing with his wife, Jeanne (left), and
Helen Briggs (right).

Former Chancellor Jack Imholte, former Dean and Provost Rod Briggs, and
Chancellor Dave Johnson were presented with these "Moo U" hats by the
1969 class reunion planning committee.

Warren ('64) and Pam Enger and David Moe ('64) return to UMM for the
reunion of the class of 1964. They travelled from Alaska and Washington
D.C., respectively, to celebrate with the members of the first class to graduate
from UMM.

Class Notes
ence for the MCC school district. She is also a
master's degree student in horticulture at the
University of Minnesota, St. Paul.
Jeff Riser wrote, "Working for AT&T Global
Information (formerly NCR Corp.) . Also run my
own marketing company. Living in Oakdale,
Minn., as of November 1."
CLASS OF '91
Jonathan Arneson updated us. "I have moved
to Little Falls, Minn., and am teaching chemistry and physics at Pierz-Healy High School in
Pierz. I am also coaching football and wrestling
for the Pioneers who are having a great season
so far this year."
Greta Bahnemann writes, "In May I completed
my master's degree at the Winterthur Program/
University of Delaware, and I spent the summer
working as an intern at Monticello in
Charlottesville, Va. In September I started a
'real job' and am now working in the exhibit
department at the Minnesota Historical Society
and living in St. Paul."
Molly (Born) and Robert ('89) Bruckner were
married in September, and live in Eagan, Minn.
Mary (Johnson) and Scott ('92) Burroughs
proudly announced the birth of their son,
Alexander Scott, last March. Mary completed
a master's degree in English in December 1993
from the University of Nebraska. They reside in
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Mason City, Iowa.
Brian and Janeen (Schletz) ('92) Clauson
were married in October; they reside in Hopkins,
Minn.
Bruce and Linda (Sand) ('93) Dehkes announce, "We were married September 24, 1994,
in Osakis, Minn. Lisa works at IBM, and Bruce
for IVI Publishing in Rochester, Minn ., where
we live."
Kristin (Shoberg) Denner relocated to Colorado and sends "Lots of news!! I was married
to Kevin Denner on July 30, 1994. We just
moved to Aurora where we have a new house.
Kevin works for Wazee Electric 8:S an electrical
motor mechanic, and I have a new job with
Aurora public schools! I am now a North Middle
School Polar Bear music teacher. At this
moment we are on our way to cruise and scuba
dive in Mexico and the Caribbean for our honeymoon. A special thanks goes out to all
UMMers who made it out to Colorado for my
wedding--you guys made it the best day of my
life!!" Kristin notes that there were eight alumni
and assistant professor Farah Gilanshah in
attendance.
Brent Freeman writes, "I married Lisa
Heidebrink last June. Lisa and I are living in St.
Louis Park, Minn. I work in the marketing
department of Merrill Corporation in St. Paul."
Becky Gunderson lives in Mahnomen, Minn.,

where she's" ... beginning my first year teaching
a combined kindergarten through first grade
classroom after 'putting in time' as a teacher's
aide at Naytahwaush. I also do some coaching
at Mahnomen High School."

Amanda (Thompson) Reed dropped us a line.
"My husband and I just bought a house in
Pittsburg, Calif. I received a recent promotion
at Dun & Bradstreet to senior business analyst."

Samantha Guion was appointed varsity volleyball coach at Detroit Lakes High School last
fall. She teaches English at the junior high
school there.

Katherine (Henrich) and Nathan ('92) Reuss
wrote in. "[We were] married August 21, 1993.
Bought a 100 year-old farmhouse on ten acres
outside of Grove City, Minn. Nathan is a
research technician at Pioneer Hi-Bred in
Willmar; Katherine is a quality engineer at
Hutchinson Technology in Hutchinson. Kathy
is raising Dragon, our cat. Nate has been trying
to grow a goatee for three weeks, and it still
looks terrible."

Wanda Kapsner married Eric Hanlon of
Warminster, Pa., on May 20, 1994. She has
completed a master's degree in geology from
Pennsylvania State University.
Suzanne Kelly writes, "After spending a wonderful year in Worthington, Minn., I moved back
to the Twin Cities. I am currently a school
psychologist for the Anoka-Hennepin school
district. I am strictly working with level five EBO
students. It is challenging, but also very rewarding!"
Jennifer (Glaus) Mccann married Todd
Mccann last June. They reside in Gladstone,
Mich.
Sandy Rausch sent in this update. "I finally
have only one job! I'm working the overnight
shift as a nursing assistant at a very large
nursing home in New Hope, Minn. My days and
nights are backwards, but I'm really enjoying
myself." Sarah lives in St. Louis Park, Minn.

Andrea (Willemssen) Stoick writes, "[I] recently married Michael Stoick in the spring of
'94." She now lives in Bloomington, Minn.
Jeff Tyberg updated us: "After spending June
through September '93 in Japan building a
church, and January through June '94 in Mexico
doing a discipleship training school, I am now
on my way to Nepal for the month of November
('94), taking the good news of Jesus Christ to a
people that's never heard. When in the states,
I'm living with my parents in Grantsburg, Wis."
Lisa (Holm) and Steven Young were married
August 27, 1994. They now live in Battle Lake,
Minn. She works for Lake Region Hospital in
Fergus Falls, Minn. ; Steve is co-owner of the
Shoreline Restaurant and Lanes in Battle Lake.
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Alumni Relations Morris Academic Partner Student Research Journal Inaugurated
Megan McGinley, a junior this year at UMM, is the 1994-1995 Academic Partner
in the Office of Alumni Relations. She is currenly majoring in international political
science, working on a minor in economics, and will graduate in 1996. On campus,
she is involved with the Women's Resource Center, KUMM, the campus radio
station, and she is the co-chair of Amnesty International. As a Morris Academic
Partner, Megan will be participating in all aspects of production of UMM To You
throughout the year.
Morris Academic Partnerships create research and work opportunities for students, who will work with UMM faculty and professional staff to gain experience in
different fields. They provide an opportunity for students to earn money and are
granted on a need-blind basis so that students who normally do not receive financial
aid may participate in the program.
Megan's knowledge and creativity are evident on pages 6-7; she photographed
many of the pictures used in the spread, wrote the cutlines and did the layout.

1995 Alumni Gatherings
Mark your calendar and join the fun! This is your invitation to
two special events, compliments of the UMM Alumni Association. You, your family and others are our special guests. So
save this invitation and help spread the word.

**

Mid-Winter Night's Dream

Thursday, Feburary 16, 1995 • 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Summit Manor House
275 Summit Avenue • St. Paul
Entertainment featuring solo harp improvisations

*

Come as you are for good food and lots of fun.
Share a laugh and warm up with fellow UMMers!

S!W IMJ !MlerFest

, \ //

0 \ '-....

Saturday, August 19, 1995 • 1:00-7:00 p.011
Tim Peterson's ('77) Hobby Farm
Near Litchfield, Minn.

Games, volleyball, frisbee and more. We'll provide the brats,
dogs, burgers and sodapop, and you should bring a dish to share.

We'll see you there!

'94 alumni invited to submit research, literary commentary
During the spring quarter of 1995, the
University of Minnesota, Morris will publish the inaugural issue of The Morris
Journal of the Liberal Arts (MJLA): An
interdisciplinary journal of undergraduate research. It will contain articles of
student research and literary commentary and will be published annually.
The purpose of MJLA is to encourage
student research and to teach students
how to write for and publish in a liberal
arts publication. It will also allow them to
be recognized for their efforts.
All current Morris students, as well as
alumni of the Class of 1994, are eligible
to submit reports of original research to
the journal for consideration. Papers
submitted to the journal must be solely
student-authored and may come from
any of the academic disciplines or student affairs departments.
The submission deadline for the first
issue of MJLA is February 3, 1995.
Interested alumni and students may
contact Tom Balistrieri, director of Student Counseling and founder of MJLA,
for more information and submission
packets. He can be reached as follows:
Student Counseling, 231 Behmler Hall,
UMM, Morris, MN 56267, 612/589-6060.
"If you were engaged in research while
at UMM, now is your opportunity to

reach a larger audience with it," explains
editor-in-chief Edith Farrell, professor of
French. "Be sure to send for the guidelines as soon as possible, since the
journal will have a standard format and
style. We hope to have articles representing all of the divisions on the campus
as well as work being done outside of
the traditional areas."
Publication in the journal will be competitive. All submissions will be reviewed
by the journal's editorial board consisting of Jeff Ratliff-Crain, assistant
professor of psychology; Nancy Carpenter, assistant professor of chemistry;
Christopher Simmons, instructor in
speech; Tracy Williams, assistant professor of education; Karen Fischer,
director, Briggs Library; and Tom
Balistrieri.
"You have only two months to look
through your files--or send home to get
those papers you didn't think you'd
need--to find your project and get it
ready for submission," Farrell continues.
"We hope to have a good number of
papers, since we know that a lot of you
completed projects for your discipline
seminars, honors program, or for submission to regional or national
conferences."

• 1995 Jazz Fest Ticket Info •
Celebrating its seventeenth year, the UMM Jazz Fest is set for Friday and
Saturday, April 7 and 8, 1995, at 7:30 p.m. in Edson Auditorium. This year's
featured artists are trumpeter Allen Vizzutti and Chris Vadala, one of this
country's foremost woodwind artists.
Tickets for Jazz Fest '95 will go on sale by mail on February 1, 1995, and for
walk-in purchases on February 8, 1995. Rates are: General-$8.00, Senior
Citizens/Under 12-$4.00, UMM students-$3.00. Season ticket holders will
receive a reminder/order form for Jazz Fest tickets in January 1995. For
more information write the Office of Student Activities, Student Center,
UMM, Morris, MN 56267, or call them at 612/589-6080.

Class Notes
CLASS OF '92
Thomas Anderson and Karen Snell ('95)
were married in August. They live in Mankato,
Minn.
Carolyn "Katie" (Fragodt)Ashburn has joined
the General Electric Research and Development Center as a statistician, as announced by
Dr. Gerald J. Hahn, manager of the Management Science and Statistics Program. Katie
and her husband, Daniel, live in Clifton Park,
N.Y.
Amanda (Graunke) Bradley wrote in. "I married Shane Bradley in May 25, 1991 . We
currently reside in Columbia, Mo., where I am
getting teaching certification in special education atthe University of Missouri-Columbia, and
Shane works at the University Hospital doing
research for the Dept. of Surgery."
Geoffrey Bradshaw is currently a master's
degree student in anthropology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. When he completes that degree, he will pursue a doctorate.
Carol (Iverson) and Troy Caron write, "We
are living in White Bear Lake, Minn. Carol
graduated from civil engineering, and Troy from
mechanical engineering at the U of M-IT, and
work for engineering firms in the Twin Cities.
We are enjoying being done with college and
living on the lake."
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Clarence Carson updated us. He lives in
Yankton, S.D., where he is in the master's
degree program in biology at the University of
South Dakota. He says he is thinking about
going on to dental or veterinary school.
Scott Cooper asks that we reprint his correct
address for friends to write him! He can be
reached at 434 14th Avenue #Upper, Green
Bay, WI 54303-1734. Scott added that he and
his wife, Melissa, celebrated their first anniversary in November.
Christine Dent graduated from the University
of Minnesota, Twin Cities with a degree in art
history. She also announces her engagement
to Andrew Fedorchak.
Stacey Dickinson sent this update: "I was
recently promoted to service center representative with Allina Health Systems (Medica).
The new job and graduate school keep me
busy. I now live in Minnetonka, Minn."
Melanie (Dahlin) Compton Gillespie writes,
"Melanie (Dahlin) Compton and Jerry Doyle
Gillespie were married Oct. 1, 1994, in Brandon, S.D. They will live in Sioux Falls. Attending the ceremony were UMM alums Greg ('91)
and Maren Hawkins ('93) of Minneapolis and
Julie Nath ('91) of Eagan."
Jill Hakes wrote that she's completing her
" .. .last year of graduate school at the College of
St. Catherine (St. Paul) in physical therapy. I

am anxiously anticipating graduation in May
with hopes of bringing an end to being flat broke
and endless student loans."

created over the last few years by Richards for
synthesizer and soprano. Ann lives in Morris
and teaches English at the high school.

Howard Hecht writes, "I started a new career
with West Publishing here in Eagan last June
as a communications consultant for the
WESTLAW computer network. I am also playing in a jazz ensemble here with many other
UMM Alumni Jazzers! (North Hennepin Community Jazz)."

Bradley Narveson writes, "I am working for
Browning Ferris Industries as a district accounting manager. lamstillsingle." Heresides
in St. Paul.

Martin Heidelberger married Rhonda White
September 24, 1994. They reside in New
London, Minn.
Julie Knier affirms, "Life is good! My husband,
Paul, and I have been married for a little over a
year, and we just purchased our first home. We
live in Big Lake, Minn., and I work at Cargill,
Inc., in Minnetonka. Paul is a rep for an
investment firm."
Cheryl (Stadick) and Joshua ('93) Maiolo
wrote, "[We) were married in Holy Trinity Cathedral in New Ulm, Minn., August 13. Stadick
is a mathematics and computer teacher in
Rockford, and Joshua works for an insurance
brokerage firm in Minneapolis. We make our
home in Maple Plain.•
Ann Michels performed in concert with associate professor of music Jean Richards on
October 6, 1994, in HFA Recital Hall. The
performance consisted entirely of original works

Mindi Nelson wrote in. "After working at UMM
for a year (as a teaching specialist in chemistry), I received a job at Solvay Animal Health in
Mendota Heights, Minn. Heidi Haley ('92) and
I are living in Eagan, Minn. Look us up if you're
in the area!"
Amy Schwarzrock is settling into life in Russia, learning the language, negotiating traffic,
sight seeing, testing new foods, meeting with
fellow faculty members and planning for her
many classes. "I will be teaching three sections
of sixth grade; six sections eighth grade and
three sections of ninth grade. I will meet with
each group only once a week, and the class
size will be 6-8 students .... and from the notes
left by the teachers last year, I am to be strict
and militant with the pupils, like requiring them
to stand when I enter the room and to stand
when they answer a question .... the pupils then
take you seriously and respect you. [Also),
don't smile 'Iii Thanksgiving; you can always
soften up later!"
Leslie Woolston writes, "I live in Wayzata,
Minn., with beau, David, and cat, Carmel. I've
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Faculty and Staff Corner
Bert Ahern, professor of history and chair of
the Division of the Social Sciences, has
announced his resignation as division chair
effective June 15, 1995. Having served in
that capacity since 1987, he will now devote
his energies full time to research and teaching. Ahern states, "I have found the service
as division chair to be rewarding. The cooperation and support that I have received from
the faculty and other campus administrators
have only strengthened my appreciation for
the quality of this academic community."
Ron Cline, a Plant Services painter, has
been active with chemical recycling and disposal since he began working at UMM in
1973, ensuring that paint, thinner and other
hazardous chemicals are reused or properly
disposed of. His efforts combined with those
of the rest of the campus have been of
significant benefit to UMM and the environment: UMM recycled 30 percent of its waste
last year, and saved money in the process.
Chris Cole, assistant professor of biology,
won a National Science Foundation (NSF)
award to purchase new lab equipment for
improving instruction in undergraduate science courses. The award is from NSF's
Division of Undergraduate Education and
was based on merit review of proposals
submitted in a national competition under
the division's Instrumentation and Laboratory Improvement Program. Also of note,
one of Cole's former students, Jared Weinreis
('94), presented a paper based on research
they did together entitled "Evolutionary Origin and Generic Structure of Prairie Gentian
Varieties" at the fourteenth annual North
American Prairie Conference.
John Detlef, assistant professor of mathematics, presented a lecture, "Mersenne,
the Great Communicator," at the Midwest
Math History conference held October 1415, 1994, at the University of Indianapolis.
Mersenne was a 17th Century savant and
correspondent of Fermat, Pascal, Descartes
and Galileo.
George Fosgate, professor of theatre arts,
was honored by the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference (NSIC) Board of
Control for "25 years of meritorious service."

Fosgate served as UMM's faculty athletic
representative to the NSIC Board of Control
from 1969 to 1994 and held the offices of
president, vice president and secretary/treasurer for several terms.

Solomon Gashaw, associate professor of
sociology, presented a workshop, "Emerging African Democracies and the Refugee
Crisis," last October at the fifth annual Connecting with Africa Conference, held at Metropolitan State University in St. Paul. It is the
third year he has presented at this conference.
Rusty Huelle was recognized in his hometown newspaper, the (Cheyenne) Wyoming
Tribune-Eagle. He was cited for his success
in his two seasons with the UMM basketball
program under Cougar head coach Perry
Ford. With the combination of his assistantship under Metro State's Bob Hull and his
current position, Huelle's four-year record as
an assistant stands at 98-27. Huelle is also
UMM recruiting coordinator.

Chancellor David Johnson spoke on UMM
at the Eagan Rotary Club last October 12,
and then in November he and Lauren Wilson, provost at the University of North Carolina at Asheville, visited Fort Lewis College in
Durango, Colo., to evaluate the latter's application for membership in the Council of
Public Liberal Arts Colleges. The Colorado
visit included a reception for UMM alumni
and parents in the Denver area, hosted by
Greg Zick ('93) and Mary Mu star ('87).
Margaret Kuchenreuther and Chris Cole,
assistant professors of biology, have received a grant from the U.S. Forest Service
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to
study genetic markers in northern monkshood, an endangered plant species. Their
grant will also support the work of students
Kristy Giese ('95) and Annalisa Prahl ('95)
during the current academic year.
Doug Reese, Cougar wrestling coach, was
elected to the steering committee of the USA
Wrestling Board of Directors at its annual

meeting last August in Colorado Springs.

Jean Richards, associate professor of music, presented a concert of original works for
synthesizer and soprano October 6, 1994, in
HFA Recital Hall. "Fantasia in D: In Vivo,"
the only solo work in the concert that Richards
performed, was composed on commission
for the 1994 UMM Summer Scholars Program. Ann Michels ('92), who sang most of
the program, was joined by Carrie Janikowski
('96) for the finale.
Michael Shiller, assistant professor of theatre arts, was artistic director for Oklahoma!,
mounted by the Alexandria Area Arts Association and performed last fall.
Sandy Vensland, disability services coordinator, is the UMM representative to the Midwest Community Transition lnteragency
Committee (CTIC), a committee representing community service agencies, public
school personnel and post-secondary institutions. CTIC works to smooth the transition
for disabled individuals as they move from
public school to independent living situations to work or to another educational setting. Vensland also attended an institute this
summer on transitions, "Making a Difference," which was held in July at Bemidji
State University.

New Faculty and Staff
In the last issue of UMM To You we
extended a warm welcome to faculty
and staff new to the campus. Since that
issue, others have joined the ranks of
UMM employees, and we are pleased to
introduce them here:
Qaisar Abbas, educational coordinator,
Minority Student Program
The1994-95 gallery season opened with "The Contemporary Landscape: Spirit and
Artifice." The exhibit, which ran September18 through October 25, presented works
in various media dealing with the natural landscape.
Alumnus Mark Knierim ('87) (left) stands with Professor of Art History Fred Peterson
and "Fields in Rows," a work Mark created earlier this year. It was inspired by a stretch
of land between Appleton and Morris that he drove past daily when he was a student
here. Mark was one of seven featured artists in the exhibit; all were part of a panel
addressing questions relating to their interpretations of nature in landscape art and
their concerns as artists in modern society.

Gina Brunko ('94), coordinator, Admissions and Financial Aid
Colleen Frey, senior secretary, Academic
Assistance and The Faculty Center
Kathryn Gonier ('92), coordinator, Admissions and Financial Aid
Scott Schulz ('94), coordinator, Admissions and Financial Aid

Class Notes
been employed atTelcom Systems Services, a
telecommunications company, for the past two
years. Through work, I have traveled to California, Arizona, Alabama and Virginia. Next stop,
vacation in Greece!"

Tanya (Jensen) Yoneda married Shigeyoshi
Yoneda last April in San Clemente, Calif. She
works for Northwest Airlines.
CLASS OF '93
Kent Bauman received a $500 award from the
Minnesota Chiefs of Police Education Foundation, given to "individuals who have shown by
their past educational and work performances
that they would make a significant contribution
to society as a law enforcement officer." Kent
is a correctional officer with the Appleton Prairie Corrections Facility.
Heather Bergerud lives in Portland, Oregon,
where she is in her second year at the Pacific
University College School of Optometry.
Bradley Bock updated us. He expects to
graduate in June from Superior Vacuum Technology in electrical engineering. He lives in
Minnetonka, Minn.
Lora Buntje now works for the Appleton, Minn.,
Community Education Program as one of two
teachers for the School Age Child Care Program, providing a safe, structured and fun
environment for children after regular school
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hours. She lives in Appleton.

Don and Jennifer (Jacobitz) ('94) Boothroyd
sent this in: "I am subbing in the metro area and
working for P.B. Pages in the Mall of America.
Don is working for Osmonics, Inc., in Eden
Prairie." They reside in St. Louis Park, Minn.
Jessica Champion proudly announces the
birth of her son, Daniel, born May 29, 1994.
She also has a new job in the Ramsey County
Attorney's office. Jessica lives in St. Paul.

and upcoming marriage to Heidi Hedman ('93);
they are planning a June wedding.

Steve Fiedler and Jodee Hansen sent this:
"[We] were engaged on July 4, 1994. Currently
living in St. Louis Park, Minn., and planning a
September 1995 wedding."

Michelle Iverson "... graduated from SSU in
July," and is "now working for Cattoor Oil." She
lives in Marshall, Minn.
Carol Juenemann received a scholarship from
the Lakeville, Minn., Military Order of the Cooties, an auxiliary of the VFW. Carol is a student
at Winona's School of Nursing in Rochester.

Robert Folsom wrote, "After graduating with a
degree in accounting from SCSU this past
spring, I became engaged to Rachael Peden
('94), and I am looking forward to attending
graduate school this coming winter. Meanwhile, I am busy studying for the CPA exam to
be held in November."

Trina Johnson writes, "I'm finishing up a
master's degree in geology at Michigan State
University, and teaching undergraduate science courses there. I'm also engaged to Steve
Reigel from Michigan State, and we plan to be
married in June of 1995."

Kathy (Gimmestad) Gross happily announces
her marriage to Jon Gross August 13, 1994.
The couple lives in Rochester, Minn.

Alanah Karpen lives in Willmar, Minn., and
has begun a new job at the State Hospital as a
teacher's aide part-time.

Cara Critchfield updated us. She is "living in
Loretto, Minn., on a lake, and has been working
at Bl Performances Services in human resources since December 1993. Enjoying Twin
Cities life. Am also doing volunteer writing for
the American Heart Association."

Carrie Hadler is living in Lewisburg, Pa., and
works as a Gateway instructor, teaching welfare recipients computer, job and life skills.

Nicole Ketcher updated us. She graduated in
December from Baylor University (Texas) with
an MBA in accounting and finance. She lives in
Waco.

Mary Doschadis is a realtor with Coldwell
Banker First Realty Encore and substitute teaching for the Fargo/Moorhead schools. She is
also teaching piano. Mary lives in Fargo, N.D.

Carrie Hovland wrote, "After seven weeks of
training with Tentmakers Youth Ministry, I was
hired at Cross of Calvary Lutheran Church as
part-time youth director. I'll be working also at
Olivia HealthCare Center as a CNA and am
rooming with Ellen Louwagie ('93) who teaches
first grade in Olivia."

Craig Conway writes, "In addition to graduate
work in European history at UW-Madison, I
recently accepted a position as the resident
director at the Statesider, a private residence
hall on State Street. I'm also founding a chapter
of the Doug Kuenn Fan Club in Madison."

Jeremy Frie lives in Fargo, N.D., and is attending graduate school at North Dakota State in
agriculture. He announces his engagement

Aaron Hoium lives in New Brighton, Minn.,
and works as an engineer for 3M.

Anthony Kaufenberg lives in Fargo, N.D., and
is currently at North Dakota State University in
pharmacology. He expects to complete his
degree in 1996.
Anne (Skorjanec) and Kelly ('92) Larson are
living in St. Cloud, Minn ., where Anne is working in sales.
Amy Lenard lives in Roseville, Minn., and is
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Cougar Hall of Fame Welcomes
Second Season's Inductees

Cougar Sports

The induction of four new members to the Cougar Hall of Fame was a
highlight of Homecoming Weekend 1994. Oyate Hall of the UMM Student
Center was the setting for this second annual affair. Verne "Chan"
Chandler, Tintah; Doug Maciver, Duluth; John Nordgaard, Dawson; and
Darcy Winkelman, Morris, have now been added to the growing list of Hall
of Fame inductees.

All sports information was contributed
by Marvin Sanders, UMM Sports
Information Director . .- - - - - - - - - - •

Cougar Women's Wrestling Is
Ready to GO!
Yes , this titie does read women, and yes there are women wrestlers at UMM this year.
In August Head Coach Doug Reese asked for women interested in wrestling . He had
about 15 inquires, and out of that 15, five women are now part of the UMM Women 's
Wrestling Team. The five Cougar wrestlers are: Billie Marie Grothe, Eden Valley ; Sara
Jean Dunlap , Fridley; Kristen Kahler, Shakopee; Susan Foster-Zdon , St. Paul Park ;
and Julia Hesse, St. Paul.
Currently there are approximately 25 schools in the US with women 's wrestling . The
goal is to get 40 teams, and once this is accomplished, women 's wrestling will become
an official NCAA sanctioned sport. The women do everything the men do, including
attending practice, lifting weights and running.
Verne "Chan " Chandler ... .spent 16 years as part of the Athletic Department at UM M. Chan
began his employment at UMM in 1967, and exemplified what the true meaning of
dedication , hard work, and Cougar Pride was all about.

His efforts at UMM will always be a part of Cougar history. UMM has established the Verne
Chandler Award, presented annually to the athlete in football, basketball , and wrestling who
best represents the University of Minnesota, Morris with the idealism that is "Chan ." This
year's recipient of the Verne Chandler Award was senior Scott Sandbo , Worthington .
Doug Maciver ('69) ... came to UMM in 1965 and proved to be an outstanding two-sport
athlete. He earned four letters each in basketball and baseball and was named to the NIC
All-Conference team in 1968 and 1969. Doug was the NIC scoring leader in the 1967-68
season with 23.2 pis. per game; that year he was also named league MVP. He still holds
several Cougar records.

For his great accomplishments throughout his career, Doug has been inducted to the NIC
Hall of Fame as well.
John Nordgaard ("69) ....has been down this Hall of Fame path before. He is a charter
member of the Northern Intercollegiate Conference Hall of Fame and a member of the North
Dakota State College of Science Hall of Fame.

While attending the University of Minnesota, Morris, John was the first out-of-state player to
captain a UMM athletic team . As a senior John was named to the NAIA All-American team ,
and voted team MVP.
Darcy (Rheingans) Winkelman ('82) ...came to UMM in 1978 to begin what would turn out
to be an outstanding career in women's basketball. During her four years in basketball,
Darcy led her team to three NCAA Ill Midwest Regionals .

Darcy·s first year at UMM set the tone for a remarkable career. During this time, she helped
lead the Lady Cougars to the Minn-Kola Conference Championship. The remainder of
Darcy·s career at UMM set a standard of excellence for many years to come.

Left to right: Billie Marie Grothe, Sara Jean Dunlap, Kristen Kahler and Susan FosterZdon. Not pictured: Julia Hesse.

"I am really impressed with their work ethic and desire to learn . Their improvement has
been fantastic over the first few months of practice," commented Coach Reese .
Coach Reese feels that the women have what it takes to stick with the program, and
feels that Billie Marie Grothe has a shot at placing at nationals. The women will be
competing in the US Women·s Free Style nationals in Las Vegas, Nevada, May 4-6, and
have seven other dual meets scheduled this year.

Class Notes
currently a student at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities in education.
Robert McCarthy is working at Huntington
Engineering and Environmental and "having
fun enjoying life after school." He lives in Forest
Lake, Minn.
Michael McKowen writes, "I am living in Milwaukee and teaching social studies at New
Berlin Eisenhower. I'm also the varsity baseball coach at Whitnall high school and won the
conference championship in my first year. Good
luck Cougar basketball players!"

just moved in. We're sharing a house near
Lake Harriet in Minneapolis. Rick just got a job
with Norcostco Northwest Costume, and I'm
celebrating one year with McCracken Brooks, a
promotion agency in Bloomington."

for people with autism. I really enjoy (most) of
my work and experiences! I recently got engaged and am living with my fiance. We're
getting married Feb. 14, '95 in Jamaica! Details
to follow .... "

Michelle Sobania lives in Bloomington , Minn.,
and works as a detail assistant at JC Penney in
the collections department.

Jason Thiner lives in Glyndon, Minn., and is
teaching math at the high school there. He and
Denise Carlson ('92) announce their engagement.

Julie Stephas and James Hafstad ('92) write,
"[We] were married on August 6, 1994, and
now live in Iowa City, Iowa, where Jim is attending graduate school."

Shari Rachel writes, "I am engaged to Mark
Corcoran. We will be getting married April 28 of
1995. I teach first grade at Epiphany Catholic
School, and Mark teaches junior high math at
the same school." Shari lives in Anoka, Minn.

Janelle Sternberg is in her second year of
teaching in Texas at Mary Hoge Ninth Grade
Academy. Last year she taught Spanish, and
this year is teaching biology. She lives in
Harlingen.

Corina Rheault lives in Lumbertin, N.C., where
she is working with the Women and Infant Care
program for Robeson County. She will also be
taking the RD exams.

Kari (Messner) and Russell Terway wrote,
"[We) were married September 23, 1994. Kari
is a placement specialist for Complete Career
Services, Inc. , a position that entails placing
people from the Department of Rehab., Dept.
of Labor and Industry and Workmen's Comp."
They live in Waite Park, Minn.

Eric Roe lives in Burnsville, Minn., and now
works for Carlson Companies, Carlson Marketing Group.
Julie Schroer lives in Fargo, and is a North
Dakota State University graduate student in
botany.
Darren Selberg writes. "Rick Lockwood ('94)
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Jolene Thibedeau wrote us. ".I've been in the
Cities for over a year now--started my second
(and current) job six months after moving here
(Feb. 94) . I'm a program coordinator for Alternatives for People with Autism--a non-profit
organization with several apartments/houses

Serena (Klassen) Verlin lives in Benson, Minn.,
and works as a chemical lab technician at
Agvise Lab and as a DJ at K95 radio in Willmar.
Doug Wandersee writes, "I moved to Ames,
Iowa, in April to begin working at Iowa State's
Memorial Union. I am a program advisor to the
Student Union Board . I love the campus, and
I enjoy my work. I actually kinda like Iowa
(eegads!). My truck feels differently, however.
I recently changed over to Iowa plates and it
broke down. You decide!"
Darby Whitehill began working for the ClintonGraceville schools this fall. He teaches math,
algebra I and 11, geometry and advanced math
at the high school.
Amy Wissink sentthis update: "I began teaching eighth, eleventh and twelfth grade science
classes at Ogilvie High School this fall." Amy
lives in Milaca, Minn.

CLASS OF '94
Maria Bernardy wrote in: "I have a TA position
at Iowa State University and will be teaching
two sections of freshman composition this semester. Wish me luck!"
Traci (Lamb) Bernardy married Scott Bernardy
last August. They live in Vesta, Minn.
Sarah Boll and Brant Verke write, "Brant is
student teaching at Irondale high school for the
English department in the Cities. Sarah is
working for the lmtron Corporation doing marketing, inside sales and whatever else comes
up. Wedding plans are going well for July 15,
1995! No heart for Brant yet, but keep your
fingers crossed!" Sarah lives in Golden Valley,
Minn., and Brant in Shoreview.
Luanne Blok writes, "After turning down an
interview because I was counseling during their
interview week at a Bible camp, the superintendent called me at camp to see if I could interview on the next Monday. So I drove down and
was offered the job on the spot! I teach elementary music (K-3 and 5), junior high chorus (6-8),
senior high chorus (9-12) and a junior high
humanities course in Liberty, Ill. I love it!"
Luanne lives in Quin::y.
Paul Cairns is now living in St. Paul ; he says,
"Six weeks in Europe was awesome!"
Rebecca Coulter updated us. She's lives in
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Cougar Sports

Sports Preview: Winter Athletics

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Sports Wrap: Fall Athletics

FOOTBALL
The 1994 Cougars finished the season 1-9,
after a loss to Moorhead State in the
Metrodome Classic. This annual event gives
these young men an opportunity to experience the elaborate setting of the Metrodome.
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With only one senior, Scott Sandbo,
Worthington, the future for the Cougars looks
bright. During the course of the year, many
young players stood out and played exceptional football. Pete lten, Cambridge, and
Andy Johnson, Ramsey, were standouts on
the defensive side of the football. Andy
Johnson led the defense with 116 total tackles. Pete !ten's outstanding year was
highlighted with four interceptions, three
fumble recoveries, seven pass breakups,
and two kickoff returns for a touchdown.
Pete's outstanding effort on kickoff returns
has become evident as he set the NAIA
Division I record for number of kickoffs and
return yardage . On offense, quarterback
Eddie Barrett, Chicago, lead the offense in
passing (933 yds/4 7 .2 percent completions),
and finished first in rushing yards gained
(452). Bill Blackwell, Grand Portage, proved
consistent throughout the year, as he anchored a young and inexperienced offensive
line that was plagued by injuries throughout
the season.
Pete lten was voted 1994 MVP by his teammates. Blackwell, Johnson, and lten were
also voted team captains by their peers.

VOLLEYBALL
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The young Cougars started the season strong
with a second place finish in the Valley City
tournament, losing the championship match
to Valley City in five. Having only one junior
and no seniors, the Cougars were gaining
valuable court experience while competing .
Freshman outside hitter Erika Bailey, Williams, and sophomore Jill Pollard, Grand
Forks, N.D., proved to be solid players early

on for the Cougars. Junior Alissa Swenson,
New Ulm, has come on as a dominant force
in the middle hitting and blocking. The
Cougars finished a strong fifth place at the
UW-River Falls tourney to finish the season.
Going into play-offs with a 22-21 record, the
young Cougars swept Northland College
before ending their season with a four set
loss to Moorhead State to finish the season
23-22.
"I think we had a successful season," said
first year Head Coach Emily Ahlquist. "We
were very young to start the season, but we
matured as the season went on, and finished
very strong, I am excited about what this
team will accomplish in the years to come ."
Many individual and team records were set
in the course of the year. Alissa Swenson set
the individual records for kills (398) and
block assists (120). Jill Pollard setthe school
record for digs (393) and attacks (1096).
Kathy Ellsworth's, Wells, 1423 assists in the
season shattered the old mark. Team records
were set in kills (1523), hitting percentage
(207), team attacks (4064) and team assists
(1571) .

GOLF
The young Cougar men's golf team had a
very exciting season, highlighted by a tournament victory atthe University of Minnesota
Invitational. Bill Fehlberg, Brooklyn Center,
was low man for the Cougars with a score of
76. Throughout the season, the young Cougars were led by sophomores John
Hennessey, Blaine, and Marcus Van Riper,
Onalaska, Wis. Hennessey averaged just
over 80 strokes per round. Senior Bill
Fehlberg, freshman Mark Moshier, Little
Falls, and sophomore Matt Thurmer, Jackson, rounded out the top five.
The women golfers were led by senior Alyssa
Ostmoe, Elk River, who averaged 93.6
strokes per round. Sophomore Nichole
Olson, Fairfax, and freshman Terri Dallmann,
Nicollet, were valuable contributors as the
team struggled with a shortage of players.

Big things are expected from the 1993-94
NSIC champions. After finishing last season
25-5 and an Elite Eight National Tournament
finish the previous year, the '94 Cougars will
have to play outstanding basketball to continue their exceptional level of play.
UMM returns three full-time starters and a
host of others who played full-time last season. All-American candidate Jason Cordes,
Shakopee, 3-point threat Jeff Timonen, Plymouth, and sophomore sensation Todd
Hanson, Duluth, combine to give UMM an
experienced, tough, and sharp-shooting crew
from the outside . Last year's back-ups, Kris
Kytonen, Blaine, and Aaron Hatanpa, Dayton, also return, giving the Cougars quality
depth on the outside.
The big question will be replacing two outstanding seniors, Tom Notch, Paynesville,
and Todd Schroeder, St. Cloud. Mike Meyer,
West St. Paul, and Lee Rood, Ruthton, are in
contention to fill the void. With a great
recruiting class, Coach Ford hopes that the
newcomers will play a significant role in the
Cougars' quest to defend their title. Jeff
Pelant, New Brighton, (Anoka-RamseyC.C.),
Ed Newton, Beaverton, Ore. (Mt. Hood C.C.),
Dave Berntson, Duluth, Eric Sczublewski,
Little Falls, and Dan Ebeling, Gottingen,
Germany, lead a talented recruiting class
that will compete for some prime-time minutes.
"We'll probably experiment with our line-up
for quite a while to determine which combinations will be the most effective," said Coach
Ford. "With our difficult pre-season schedule, we may struggle early, but by January,
I expect us to be ready to defend our conference title."

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
The 1994-1995 women's basketball team
has been hard at work on the floor since
October 15, preparing for the upcoming season. Under fourth-year Head Coach Michelle
Woodard, the Cougars are looking to revenge a disappointing 8-20 1993-94 season.
"That was then and this is now," said
Woodard . "We are a totally different looking
team with a lot of confidence and a positive
outlook on the season."

The Lady Cougars return seven players,
four of whom rotated a lot or started last year.
Julie Plahn, Jasper, Mary Stark, Kensington,
Alissa Swenson, New Ulm, Mary Haley,
Waseca, Onika Craven, Minneapolis,
Rhonda Heuer, Norwood, and Kim Loughry,
Coon Rapids, combine to give the Cougars
a strong nucleus to build from . With a strong
group of young talent, the Cougars will have
a solid team throughout.
"We will have a few new players that will play
key roles for us immediately this year and a
few that will be working hard to be a major
impact player for us in the future," said
Woodard. The top newcomers are: Kelly
Heidecker, Vermillion, S.D., Josie Hoffman,
Starbuck, Lisa Holleman, Ham Lake, and
Heather Kappes, Brainerd. "Our line-up is
not set in stone, but I feel that we'll have a
dominant ten players to contribute in each
game," commented Woodard.

WRESTLING
The 1994-95 season appears to be bright as
the Cougars return seven NAIA national
qualifiers from a year ago . A strong group of
veterans return giving the Cougars a solid
nucleus capable of doing some damage in
the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference
this season .
Leading the team will be junior co-captains
Ross Henrickson (142), Anoka, and Bill Roberts (177), Hudson, Wis. Henrickson is
coming off of an exceptional sophomore
season placing fourth in the NAIA nationals
earning All-American honors. Henrickson
was honored as the Koslowski Trophy winner in 1994 as the Cougars' most outstanding
wrestler. Roberts started the 1993 campaign on fire, winning 11 of his first 15
matches before a broken hand ended the
season for him.
Other returning NAIA qualifiers are: Greg
Pauling (167), Lakefield, Shane Eastman
(142), Garrison, Greg Zalapi (118), Antioch,
Ill., Kip Lynk (158/167), Chanhassen, and
Rich Ventura (190), Scottsdale, Ariz. "We
have an outstanding base from which to
build our program back to the top," said Head
Coach Doug Reese. " We are very excited
with the prospects of this young, talented
group of men."
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Cascade, Idaho, and is teaching sixth grade
and coaching junior varsity volleyball for the
school district there.
Kristen Freeman lives in Morris and teaches

eighth grade and third year Spanish at the high
school. She also teaches Spanish I, 11 and 111 for
the Chokio Alberta schools .

family lives in Hopkins, Minn.
Lorna Notsch writes that she is attending
graduate school , taking classes in writing, literature and publishing at Emerson College.
She lives in Boston.

,_
e
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Fairmont, Minn ., and wrote , "Jennifer will be
teaching third grade here in Fairmont, and I will
be working at County Market until med school
at UMD."
Bridget Jones writes , "I went through
Tentmakers Youth Ministry training , which has
led me to the Lacrosse area as the director of
youth at First Congregational Church ."
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Kimberly Koskiniemi announced her engage-

I,

ment to Timothy Sandry. They planned to be
married in October.
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Did you graduate?
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Jennifer (Iverson) and Monte Johnson live in

e
I,

Let us hear from you! Next Class Notes deadline is February 1.

Linda Olson began teaching ninth grade En-

glish at Morris Area High School in September.
e
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David Pestel says, "Major changes these
days--graduated from Tentmakers Youth Ministry Training program in July and found a
wonderful congregation in Amery, Wis.,--Our
Savior's Lutheran--new home, new town, new
life. Enthusiasm to the extreme about my
present situation ."
Kelly Quick wrote in. "I began classes at
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School August 8!
Please send money!" Kelly lives in Highland
Park, Ill.
Jason and Kami (Poland) Thoen write, "We

)

Jackie (Riss) Mangieri wrote, "I married Marc
Mangeiri on August 20, 1994, and we are now

;t

stationed at Marine Air Base Cherry Point, N.C.
I am a member of the developmental studies
faculty at Craven Community College, teaching reading and English. We are looking forward to moving to Minnesota in January."
James Mullady and Sandra Weick Mullady

proudly announce, "[We) became parents of
son Alexander Allen on August 6, 1994." The
UMM To You, Winter 1995

are both graduate students in chemistry at
Purdue University. Also, we were married on
August 6, 1994." They live in West Lafayette,
Ind.
Rhonda (Fjestad) and Carl Watkins were
married August 6, 1994, and live in Fargo, N.D.
Koree Weedman updated us. "I live in Grand
Meadow, Minn., where I teach second grade. I
also coach the B-squaa volleyball team."

Alumni Network Interests (please check all that apply)
social networking

business/career development

advising current students

helping job hunters

Alumni Phonathons

legislative efforts for UMM

serving on the Alumni Assn.
Board of Directors

serving as a Class Agent

1 Mail to: Alumni Relations, UMM, Morris, MN 56267-2113 • Many thanks! 1
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Alumni Events Calendar
January 20

Performing Arts Series Dayton Contemporary Dance Company 8:15 p.m. Edson Auditorium

January 21

Alumni Association Board meeting 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Alumni Room, UMM Student Center

January 23-27

Hearing All the Voices Week
Keynote speaker: Ann Northrop, "From Debutante to Defendant: The Making of a Lesbian Activist" Mon., Jan. 23, 7:30
p.m. Edson Auditorium (CAC Convocation)

February 12-18

Women's Week
Keynote speaker: Sarah Weddington, "Constitutional Implications of Roe v. Wade" Tues., Feb. 14, 7:30 p.m. Edson
Auditorium (CAC Convocation)

February 16

rif.d-Winter Night's Dream 5:30-7:30 p.m. Summit
Manor House, St. Paul. Come as you are for food
and fun! Alumni and friends invited.

February 21

Midwest Philosophy Colloquium: Philosophy and the
Young Child 8:00 p.m. First Lutheran Church, Dr. Matthew
Lipman, "Is Caring an Aspect of Thinking?"

February 25

Performing Arts Series Haworth Shakespeare Festival &
Committed Artists of Great Britain, The Tragedy of Macbeth,
7:30 p.m. Edson Auditorium

March 13-15

Alumni Phonathon 5:30-9:30 p.m. Capital Title Corporation,
Arden Hills. Greg Lemmons ('71) host

April 7-8

Jazz Fest 7:30 p.m. Edson Auditoril,lm, featuring the Alumni
Jazzers at the Saturday, April 8, performance (see box, page BJ

April 8

Alumni Association Board Meeting 1:30-4:30 p.m. Conference Room, Behmler Hall, UMM

June 8

MSP Alumni Association Meeting and Reception 5:307:30 p.m. Dale Shephard Room, Coffman Memorial Union,
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

June9

UMM Commencement Exercises

August 19

Alumni S[)JJ IMI IMJer Fest 1:00-7:00 p.m.

Tim
Peterson's Hobby Farm near Litchfield, Minn. An
afternoon of good times and good food! Alumni,
family and friends are invited.

UMMToYou
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Announcing an Open Call for Artists

L ltJl)A f'VWH.5 11112.-

This is a call for artists and collaborative teams of artists who would like to be
considered to create site-specific, public artwork for the UMM Student Center.
Previous experience in public art is not necessary to be considered for this
project.

I

Preference will be given to:
• Artists with a connection to the University of Minnesota, Morris.
• Artists based in Minnesota.

Application deadline:
The deadline for submitting applications is January 20, 1995. To request
application materials and for questions, please contact Sandy Olson-Loy,
director of Student Activities; University of Minnesota, Morris; Morris, MN
56267; or call 612/589-6080.
The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity educator and employer.

A project administered with assistance from the Frederick R. Weisman Art
Museum, at the University of Minnesota.

MOVING?

Don't forget to notify us if your
address changes!

IN

WHAT

IS

easily its most
impressive gig
to date, the UMM
Jazz Ensemble
played last July
in Amsterdam at
the North Sea
Jazz Festival, the
world's largest
and among the
most prestigious
jazz festivals.
Under the enthusiastic direction of Jim "Doc"
Carlson, professor of music, the
group was selected based on
their audition
tape
performance, and was
further honored
with prime performance spots
during the festiva I, including
selection as the opening act for the entire three-day event. They shared the stage
with jazz giants, including 8.8. King, Natalie Cole, Wynton Marsalis, Herbie
Hancock, Bobby McFerrin, Oscar Peterson and Bobby Watson, who was a guest
artist at last year's UMM Jazz Fest.
Of course, the visit included trips into the city with stops at a wooden shoe
factory, museums and cathedrals where some of the works of Rembrandt and
Michaelangelo are housed, and a second trip to tour Paris--Versailles, Eiffel
Tower, Notre Dame et al.--with a final performance at EuroDisney (above).

NEWS?

We'd like to hear from you!
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